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 This work grew from a work for solo piano, in which I severely limited the 
gestural and harmonic potential of a series of improvisations based on seven simple 
chords.  My attentions became focused into a very subtle and resonant realm of 
sounds where the attacks, durations and internal tensions of otherwise “consonant” 
chords became exaggerated.  This shift of interest had another result: the lack of 
gestural surface in the improvisations made me very aware of the development of a 
unique “micro-gestural personality” for each version, that is, behavioral attributes 
regarding choices of the more free elements:  chord voicings, timing, registral and 
dissonance preferences, etc.  
 aSpectres, for orchestra in 7 groups, exists in eight potentially separate panels, 
each identified by its approximate duration. The panels may be performed in whole or 
part, in any order. None may be repeated. The number and order of sections is 
determined before the performance, so that continuous motion between sections may 
be achieved. The orchestra is divided into seven homogeneous instrumental groups: 
pairs each of winds, brass, strings; and one larger, seven-player percussion “continuo” 
(4 percussionists, 2 harps and piano/celesta).   
 All groups share the original seven chords of the piano improvisations as basic 
material (the structural “spectre”) of aSpectres. The result is a nesting of versions of 
the original materials.  Each panel sets the temporal boundaries for a now entirely 
written-out version of what was originally an improvisation.  In aSpectres, this 
happens in as many as seven “layers of chords” at a time, as each orchestral group 
constitutes one primarily homophonic layer. Additionally, each group has a very 
definite behavioral profile, as the “micro-gestural personality” aspects of the initial 
versions are crystallized into proportional systems governing group behaviors. The 
eight panels of aSpectres resemble eight unique passes through, or aspects of the same 
“thing.” 
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